RGC axons overshoot their termination zone (TZ); they exhibit interstitial branching along the axon that is topographically biased for the correct location of their future TZ; and branches arborize preferentially at the TZ and the initial exuberant projection refines through axon and branch elimination to generate a precise retinotopic map. We present a computational model of map development that demonstrates that the countergradients of EphAs and ephrinAs in retina and the OT/SC and bidirectional repellent signaling between RGC axons and OT/SC cells are sufficient to direct an initial topographic bias in RGC axon branching. Our model also suggests that a proposed repellent action of EphAs/ephrinAs present on RGC branches and arbors added to that of EphAs/ephrinAs expressed by OT/SC cells is required to progressively restrict branching and arborization to topographically correct locations and eliminate axon overshoot. Simulations show that this molecular framework alone can develop considerable topographic order and refinement, including axon elimination, a feature not programmed into the model. Generating a refined map with a condensed TZ as in vivo requires an additional parameter that enhances branch formation along an RGC axon near sites that it has a higher branch density, and resembles an assumed role for patterned neural activity. The same computational model generates the phenotypes reported in ephrinA deficient mice and Isl2-EphA3 knockin mice. This modeling suggests that gradients of counter-repellents can establish a substantial degree of topographic order in the OT/SC, and that repellents present on RGC axon branches and arbors make a substantial contribution to map refinement. However, competitive interactions between RGC axons that enhance the probability of continued local branching are required to generate precise retinotopy.
ABSTRACT: The topographic projection of retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axons to mouse superior colliculus (SC) or chick optic tectum (OT) is formed in three phases:
RGC axons overshoot their termination zone (TZ); they exhibit interstitial branching along the axon that is topographically biased for the correct location of their future TZ; and branches arborize preferentially at the TZ and the initial exuberant projection refines through axon and branch elimination to generate a precise retinotopic map. We present a computational model of map development that demonstrates that the countergradients of EphAs and ephrinAs in retina and the OT/SC and bidirectional repellent signaling between RGC axons and OT/SC cells are sufficient to direct an initial topographic bias in RGC axon branching. Our model also suggests that a proposed repellent action of EphAs/ephrinAs present on RGC branches and arbors added to that of EphAs/ephrinAs expressed by OT/SC cells is required to progressively restrict branching and arborization to topographically correct locations and eliminate axon overshoot. Simulations show that this molecular framework alone can develop considerable topographic order and refinement, including axon elimination, a feature not programmed into the model. Generating a refined map with a condensed TZ as in vivo requires an additional parameter that enhances branch formation along an RGC axon near sites that it has a higher branch density, and resembles an assumed role for patterned neural activity. The same computational model generates the phenotypes reported in ephrinA deficient mice and Isl2-EphA3 knockin mice. This modeling suggests that gradients of counter-repellents can establish a substantial degree of topographic order in the OT/SC, and that repellents present on RGC axon branches and arbors make a substantial contribution to map refinement. However, competitive interactions between RGC axons that enhance the probability of continued local branching are required to generate precise retinotopy. © 2004 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J 
INTRODUCTION
Sensory pathways in the nervous system are organized in an orderly manner, termed topographic maps, that re-represent the sensory periphery within target structures in the brain. The axonal projection of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) to their midbrain target, the superior colliculus (SC) in mammals and the optic tectum (OT) in other vertebrates, has been the preeminent model for defining mechanisms that control the development of topographic maps, as well as for generating computational models of this process. Topographic map development has been thought to be dependent upon two distinct mechanisms: gradients of axon guidance molecules and patterned neural activity. Computational models have shown that, in principal, patterned neural activity can drive the development of topographic maps that initially have little order (Willshaw and von der Malsburg, 1976; Montague et al., 1991) , but experimental manipulations show that a considerable degree of order can develop, and much of the subsequent refinement can occur in the absence of neural activity (Harris, 1980 (Harris, , 1984 Kobayashi et al., 1990; Stuermer et al., 1990; Simon et al., 1992; O'Rourke et al., 1994) .
The chemoaffinity hypothesis proposed by Sperry (1963) posits that matching molecular gradients across the retina and tectum are sufficient to guide RGC axons to their topographically appropriate termination zone (TZ) in the OT/SC. Subsequently, Bonhoeffer and colleagues progressively refined a role for graded molecules in the control of topographic mapping through both theoretical (e.g., Bonhoeffer and Gierer, 1984) and experimental contributions. Among the most notable discoveries by Bonhoeffer was the first demonstration that graded repellent activities are major players in map development (Walter et al., 1987a,b; Baier and Bonhoeffer, 1992) . His group went on to clone ephrinA5 (Drescher et al., 1995) , and more recently Repulsive Guidance Molecule (RGM) (Monnier et al., 2002) as molecules responsible in part for this activity.
To date, ephrinA ligands and their EphA receptors are the best-studied molecules that meet criteria for topographic guidance molecules O'Leary et al., 1999) . EphAs are expressed by RGCs in a high to low, temporal to nasal (T-N) gradient, and ephrinAs (ephrinA2 and -A5) are expressed in an increasing gradient along the anterior-posterior (A-P) axis of the target (Cheng and Flanagan, 1994; Cheng et al., 1995; Connor et al., 1998; Drescher et al., 1995; Monschau et al., 1997) . Consistent with these expression patterns, ephrinAs are repellents for RGC axons, and preferentially repel temporal axons (Nakamoto et al., 1996; Monschau et al., 1997; Frisen et al., 1998; Feldheim et al., 1998) . Loss-of-function and gain-of-function analyses in mice have confirmed roles for EphAs and ephrinAs in mapping the T-N retinal axis along the A-P axis of the SC through a repellent mechanism Feldheim et al., 2000; Brown et al., 2000) .
A primary role for graded guidance molecules in chick OT and rodent SC is to regulate topographic branching along RGC axons, a process that imposes unique requirements on the molecular control of map development (Yates et al., 2001) . Initially, RGC axons overshoot their appropriate TZ along the A-P axis of the OT/SC. Topographically appropriate connections are established exclusively by branches that form interstitially along the axon shaft. Branches form with substantial A-P topographic specificity that is enhanced through the preferential arborization of appropriately positioned branches and elimination of ectopic branches (Yates et al., 2001) . Because the development of topographic maps by growth cone targeting versus axon branching poses different requirements on their molecular control, these findings have substantial implications for the roles and limitations of ephrinAs and other potential guidance molecules in map development (Yates et al., 2001; McLaughlin et al., 2003a) . For example, although ephrinAs inhibit branching along RGC axons posterior to their correct TZ, this mechanism alone cannot account for topographic specific RGC axon branching, and consequently retinotopic mapping (Yates et al., 2001) . Topographic branching requires additional graded molecular activities that inhibit or promote branching and cooperate with the ephrinAs expressed in the OT/SC.
Explanations of T-N retinal mapping defects along the A-P SC axis in EphA and ephrinA mouse mutants have focused on the graded expressions of EphAs in the retina and ephrinAs in the SC. However, in both mice and chicks, ephrinAs are also expressed in the retina, in a gradient that opposes the EphA gradient, and EphAs are also expressed in the OT/SC, in an opposing gradient to that of the ephrinAs (Marcus et al., 1996; Connor et al., 1998; Hornberger et al., 1999) . These countergradients could in principle regulate topographic branching. Consistent with this suggestion, overexpression of ephrinA2 in chick retina perturbs mapping (Hornberger et al., 1999) . This finding has been interpreted as due to an enhancement of the T-N gradient of functional EphA receptors in RGCs through ephrinA-mediated receptor inactivation (Hornberger et al., 1999) . However, the presence of ephrinAs on RGC axons might also contribute to mapping by influencing axon-axon interactions and increasing both the amount of ephrinAs in the developing OT/SC and the slope of the overall ephrinA gradient . In addition, ephrinAs may act as receptors because EphA: ephrinA binding appears to result in bidirectional signaling (Huai and Drescher, 2001; Knoll et al., 2001; Knoll and Drescher, 2002; Cutforth et al., 2003) , suggesting that axon guidance activities can be transduced into RGC axons by both EphAs and ephrinAs. Repellent countergradients of EphAs and ephrinAs within the retina, particularly RGCs and the OT/SC, could account for the initial topographic bias in branching observed in vivo. In this scenario, OT/SC expressed ephrinA's signal through EphAs on RGC axons to inhibit branching along the axon shaft posterior to the topographically correct TZ, whereas OT/SC expressed EphA's signal through ephrinAs on RGC axons to inhibit branching anterior to the correct TZ in the OT/SC.
Historically, models of topographic mapping were based upon the action of molecular activities that promote axon growth (see e.g., Fraser and Hunt, 1980) . However, the identification by Bonhoeffer and colleagues of repellent activities in chick OT that differentially affect temporal and nasal RGC axons (Bonhoeffer and Huf, 1982; Walter et al., 1987a,b) has resulted in the incorporation of repellent activities into some more recent models of the guidance of RGC axons to their correct TZs (Gierer, 1983 (Gierer, , 1987 Honda, 1998; Goodhill and Richards, 1999) . These models have used a gradient determined parameter that is minimized or maximized to guide RGC axon growth cones to the correct OT location of their TZ (Gierer, 1983 (Gierer, , 1987 or to stop RGC axons once this parameter reaches a threshold value (Honda, 1998; Goodhill and Richards, 1999) . While provoking and potentially relevant to retinotectal map development in amphibians and fish, these models do not incorporate or explain fundamental features of map development in chick OT and rodent SC, including the initial overshoot of RGC axons, the subsequent topographic branching interstitially along the axon shaft, and later map refinement (McLaughlin et al., 2003a) .
Here we present a computational model and simulations that replicate the primary features of retinotopic map development in chick and mice, most importantly topographic branching and map refinement. Our model shows that the topographic bias in initial branching can be accounted for by EphAs and ephrinAs expressed on RGC axons acting as receptors for ephrinAs and EphAs, respectively, expressed by OT/SC cells or any set of repellent countergradients that mimic the salient features. In addition, our model incorporates the progressive increases in the contribution of EphAs and ephrinAs expressed on RGC axons to the overall SC levels that likely occur as RGC axons arborize. This developmental increase in ephrinA repellent progressively restricts subsequent branching and arborization to topographically correct locations and causes the retraction of ectopic arbors and primary axons, resulting in considerable map refinement. However, to more closely replicate the in vivo scenario, we have incorporated in a refined model a process termed branchdensity that has features that resemble those thought to be contributed by patterned neural activity or a cellular mechanism with similar properties (see e.g., Shatz, 1990; Wong, 1999; Debski and Cline, 2002) . The branchdensity parameter results in an increased level of refinement and TZs that closely resemble those seen in vivo. This computational model not only reproduces normal map development in chick OT and mouse SC, but also replicates the in vivo phenotypes of ephrinA deficient mice and Isl2-EphA3 knockin mice, in which wildtype ephrinA/EphA signaling levels are decreased or increased, respectively.
METHODS
All simulations were performed using a custom program written for Matlab 6.0 run on a Dell 8250 Intel Pentium based computer. The retina and SC were divided into 100 segments each along the T-N and A-P axes, respectively, with three RGCs per retinal segment, 300 axons total. EphA and ephrinA levels were determined for each RGC according to its T-N position in the retina and the graphs shown for each simulation. For the EphA knockin simulation the wildtype and knockin RGC populations were assigned to alternating adjacent retinal segments, resulting in 150 wild-type and 150 knockin RGCs total.
The simulations began with RGC axons extended across the OT/SC, similar to the in vivo situation (Simon and O'Leary, 1992a,b; Yates et al., 2001) . Two hundred iterations were performed for each simulation, except for the single gradient models that were simulated for 75 or 25 iterations. At the start of each iteration (t), totalrepellent (I T ) levels and the probability of branching, p n (y), were determined along the length of each RGC axon simulated. Secondary branches were formed along the length of existing branches with probability p n (y). For the chick wild-type simulation the values for the constant parameters were: ϭ 0.0034, ϭ 11.7, ϭ 1.0, ϭ 0.35, ␣ ϭ 0.7, ␥ ϭ 7, ␤ ϭ 10, ϭ 2.0. For the mouse wild-type, ephrinA deficient, and Isl2-EphA3 knockin simulations the values for the constant parameters were: ϭ 0.0034, ϭ 35.6, ϭ 3.0, ϭ 0.6, ␣ ϭ 0.7, ␥ ϭ 7, ␤ ϭ 15, ϭ 1.5. For the first single gradient simulation the values for the constant parameters were: ϭ 0.000255, ϭ 6.8, ϭ 0.25, ϭ 0.6, ␣ ϭ 0.7, ␥ ϭ 0, ␤ ϭ 2.5, ϭ 2.0. For the single gradient simulations the values for the constant parameters were: ϭ 0.00102, ϭ 5.6, ϭ 1.0, ϭ 0.6, ␣ ϭ 0.7, ␥ ϭ 0, ␤ ϭ 10, ϭ 2.0. Interstitial branches in vivo extend from the RGC axon shaft at approximate right angles; therefore, primary branches in the simulations were drawn extending from the RGC axon shafts at 90°angles. The initial segment of a primary branch extended randomly either "up" or "down" from the RGC axon, but once established, additional segments added to that branch were added in the same direction. Higher order branches were drawn to extend from lower order branches at either a right angle or a 45°angle, chosen randomly. In addition, the direction of the secondary branch was chosen randomly as either "left" or "right" and "up" or "down" for those at a 45°angle. Once an angle and direction were established for a higher order branch all additional segments added to that branch were added in the same direction.
RESULTS

Potential Mechanisms Controlling RGC Axon Mapping
Topographic specific branching is the critical event in retinotopic map development in chick OT and mouse SC (see Introduction). Intuitively, a single gradient repellent model cannot account for topographic specific branching (see Fig. 14 in Yates et al., 2001) . Nonetheless, as a prelude to the computational modeling and simulations of countergradients of repellents presented below, we simulated the action of a single gradient repellent model using a wide ranging set of parameters, including the same parameters used below for the retinally expressed EphA receptors and OT/SC expressed ephrinA ligands. We find no reasonable circumstances under which the single gradient model can recapitulate topographic map development for wild-type chicks or mice, or the aberrant maps described in mutant mice (data not shown).
Therefore, topographic specific branching requires not only the known repellent action of graded ephrinAs in the OT/SC, but also at least one other graded activity that cooperates with it to progressively restrict branching and develop a correct TZ (Fig. 14 in Yates et al., 2001 ). One such graded activity is a second repellent activity, distributed in a gradient that is opposite (i.e., counter) to the known ephrinA gradient. As described in the Introduction and Discussion, the EphAs and ephrinAs are expressed in countergradients within both the retina and the OT/SC and have the properties to act bidirectionally. This countergradient system is used for this model, although other repellent activities that meet the appropriate criteria could be substituted and/or involved. A countergradient repellent model also requires that RGC axons either have an intrinsic ability to branch along their length, or that external signals, such as BDNF, actively promote RGC axon branching and arborization (Cohen-Cory and Fraser, 1995; Choi and O'Leary, 1999; Cohen-Cory, 1999) .
We assume that RGC axon branching exhibits a threshold response to increasing repellent activity [ Fig. 1(A) ]. In vitro studies show that RGC axons that extend up a gradient of increasing ephrinA repellent stop their forward extension once they reach a threshold level of ephrinA (Rosentreter et al., 1998) . RGC axon branching in the chick also shows a large decrease in branching over a narrow range of ephrinA, also suggesting a threshold response (Yates et al., 2001) . The combined signals from retinal EphA/OT ephrinA repellent binding and retinal ephrinA/OT EphA counter-repellent binding potentially allow for branching only at locations where total repellent is less than threshold [ Fig. 1(A) ]. Branching is topographically biased, as the minimum level of repellent occurs at the topographically correct TZ, but not precise, as threshold levels of repellent and counterrepellent are reached far posterior and far anterior of the TZ, respectively.
As RGC axons arborize, they increase their total surface area of membrane. Because RGCs express ephrinAs in a high to low N-T gradient, and ephrinAs are found along RGC axons, it is reasonable to assume that as RGC axons arborize, the levels of ephrinAs in the OT/SC also increase in a low to high A-P gradient. Therefore, branching and arborization should add additional ephrinA repellent to the SC, increasing and steepening the OT/SC endogenous gradient of ephrinAs [ Fig. 1(B) ]. In addition, branching and arborization should add additional EphAs to the OT/SC in a high to low A-P gradient. The initial levels of OT/SC-expressed repellents can result in topographic-specific branching, but the addition of repellent from progressively increasing branches and arbors may be necessary to drive the precise branching patterns and refinement observed at later stages of map development [ Fig. 1(B) ].
Description of the Model
Based on descriptions of the in vivo gradients of some ephrinAs and EphAs in the retina and OT/SC (Cheng et al., 1995; Drescher et al., 1995; Monschau et al., 1997; Frisen et al., 1998; Hornberger et al., 1999; Brown et al., 2000) , we use exponential EphA and ephrinA gradients for our simulations. For simplicity the various subtypes of EphAs and ephrinAs are combined into single EphA and ephrinA curves [ Fig.  2(A,B) ]. This is reasonable because ephrinA2 and ephrinA5 bind and activate all of the EphAs expressed by RGCs (EphA3, A4, A5, A6, A7 in chick; Cheng et al., 1995; Connor et al., 1998 ; EphA4, A5, and A6 in mice; Brown et al., 2000) and in the OT/SC with similar efficacy (Davis et al., 1994; Gale et al., 1996; Monschau et al., 1997) . Generation of an evenly spaced mapping of the retina onto the OT/SC using axon repellents theoretically requires an inverse relationship between receptor and ligand pairs. This results in a minimum for the combination of repellent and counter-repellent signaling at the location of the topographically correct TZ [ Fig. 1(A) ], allowing for an initial weak bias in topographic branching. The added repellents due to branching and arborization must also have a minimum at the topographically correct TZ to maintain this one-to-one mapping; this minimum will be naturally achieved through the action of the countergradients in regulating initial topographic branching [ Fig. 1(B) ]. Thus, ligand and counterligand must also be inversely related. The EphA and ephrinA gradients chosen for this simulation fulfill these requirements [ Fig. 2(A,B) ].
The probability of branching, p n (y), (Equation 1) varies by SC position, y, along the length of axon n according to two factors: repellent and counter-repellent ligands expressed in the SC and repellent and counter-repellent receptors expressed by RGCs and present along their axons and branches, which combine to form totalrepellent, defined as I T (Equation 2). Branching is shown for a nasal and temporal RGC axon. Posterior to the correct topographic site, repellent signaling increases due to higher levels of collicular ephrinA interacting with EphA receptor on RGC axons (shown in red). Anterior to the correct topographic site, counter-repellent signaling also increases due to higher levels of EphA collicular counter-repellent interacting with ephrinA counter-receptor on RGC axons (shown in blue). The highest amount of branching occurs around the topographically correct location in the SC as this is where the level of repellent ϩ counter-repellent is lowest. Branching occurs both anterior and posterior to the TZ until repellent ϩ counter-repellent signaling (red ϩ blue) reaches a threshold (dashed line). We model repellent and counter-repellent signaling with a thresholded or sigmoidal function (purple line). This function causes signaling in the axon to increase rapidly as repellent or counter-repellent level nears threshold . The rate at which repellent signaling increases anterior and posterior to the TZ is controlled by the slope of the sigmoid . (B) Retinal axons arborize in the SC, causing repellent to be added from the arbors themselves as they express both EphA and ephrinA. The combination of addedrepellent (orange) and addedcounter-repellent (green) causes an increase in overall signaling, which leads over time to the threshold for branch inhibition being reached at the anterior and posterior border of the topographically correct TZ. This greatly diminishes branching outside of the TZ.
Signals from OT/SC-expressed repellent and counterrepellent activities are determined based on receptorligand pairing using a mass action law with sigmoidal thresholding, as shown in Figure The added repellent perceived by an RGC axon n at location y in the OT/SC is due to branches and arbors from other RGC axons and determined by the Eph receptor level of the axon n, the ephrinA counterreceptor level of the arbors from other axons z, and the size of those arbors at location y (Equation 3). Totalarborsize z (y), defined as S z T (y), is the sum of all branch segments extending from axons z at SC location y, while scales the level of added repellent (I A ) due to retinally expressed ligands. The added counterrepellent (I AC ) due to EphAs expressed on retinal arbors encountered by axon n is determined similarly (Equation 4).
New branches form along the axon shaft with probability p n (y). Existing branches can extend, retract, or remain unchanged where p n (y) is the probability of extension, (1 Ϫ p n (y)) 2 is the probability of retraction, and (1 Ϫ p n (y))p n (y) the probability of remaining unchanged. These probabilities result from the order in which these possibilities are evaluated, with extension considered first; failing that, retraction considered next; and finally, failing that, remaining unchanged. Only existing branches that are greater than three units in length are allowed to form secondary branches. Branches are only retracted if there are no secondary branches extending from the segment to be removed. The probability of the primary axon retracting at its distal end is determined by
The axon shaft, as with branches, can retract only if no branches extend from the segment of axon that is to be removed. It is possible that an axon will retract completely if branching is insufficient to establish a mature arbor.
Wild-Type Map Development
We model map development through a simulation of RGC axon branching within the OT/SC (Figs. 3 and 4). We begin each simulation with RGC axons extended across the OT/SC as found in vivo (Simon and O'Leary, 1992a,b; Yates et al., 2001; McLaughlin et al., unpublished observations) . The retina and OT/SC are divided into 100 domains, each having progressively more or less EphA and ephrinA levels. Each retinal domain has three RGCs, resulting in 300 RGC axons total extending across the A-P axis of the OT/SC. Simulations of wild-type mapping in chick and mouse were initially run with and without the added repellents contributed by RGC axon branches and arbors. Because we found that topographic order at mid and late stages of map development is substantially diminished in simulations run without the added repellent parameters (data not shown), we present here only simulations in which it is included in the computations. In addition, to simplify the presentation, we have chosen to show only three of the 200 progressive iterations run for each simulation; these three iterations (iterations 2, 20, and 200) are representative of early, mid, and late stages of map development. The initial probability of branching is due entirely to the OT/SC-expressed repellent and counter-repellent [ Fig. 2(C) ]. Initial branch specificity is different between rodents and chick, with initial branching in the rodent SC being less topographic than the relatively strong specificity observed in chick OT (Simon and O'Leary, 1992a,b; Yates et al., 2001 ).
Chick. We first describe simulations of map development in chick OT using 200 progressive iterations of branching events [ Fig. 3(A) ]. Branching patterns are shown for sets of 10 RGC axons from five retinal locations equally spaced across the N-T axis. The simulation closely resembles the in vivo time course of map development in chick OT (Yates et al., 2001) . At an early stage [e.g., Fig. 3 (A), iteration 2], branch distribution has a topographic bias for the correct A-P location of the future TZ. By iteration 20, this bias becomes much stronger due to both the preferential addition of branches around the site of the future TZ as well as a net removal of ectopic branches. This progressive process continues such that by iteration 200 a clearly defined TZ has emerged at the appropriate A-P location, although some branches remain evident at ectopic sites along the axons. In addition, by this stage of the simulation, the overshooting segments of the primary axons have been eliminated. The initiation of this process of axon retraction is evident as early as iteration 20.
Mouse. We next carried out simulations of map development in mouse SC as we did for chick OT Branching is significantly more diffuse at the start of the simulation compared to the chick simulation. As retinal axons arborize, added repellents on these arbors restricts branching to more topographically correct locations, resulting in the elimination of the RGC axon overshoot. stronger, principally due to the preferential addition of branches around the site of the future TZ. By iteration 200 a broad TZ is loosely focused around the appropriate A-P location, and many branches remain evident at ectopic sites along the axons. Although topographic order is coarse, the overshooting segments of the primary axons have been largely eliminated. Thus, at early stages, this simulation resembles the early weak topographic bias in branching normally observed in vivo, but the tightly focused TZ and highly ordered projection fail to emerge.
Modeling and Simulations with an Added Parameter Termed Branchdensity
The simulations described above show that countergradients of repellent activities alone can drive map development to a high degree of topographic order. However, the maps, particularly those in the mouse SC simulations, do not fully develop the high degree of topographic precision observed in vivo. Therefore, to more faithfully reflect the in vivo scenario, we have repeated the simulations with another parameter added, termed branchdensity n (y), defined as D n (y) (see Discussion for potential biological correlates). In the simulations, higher order branches can form along existing branches, thus sections of the axon that have large numbers of branches have a proportionally greater likelihood of adding new branches during subsequent iterations compared to sections of the axon with low amounts of branching. The branchdensity parameter nonlinearizes this process, resulting in a further enhancement of branching at locations along the axon with a high number of existing branches (Equations 5 and 6). Branchdensity n (y) is calculated individually for each axon according to the branch distribution along only that axon, independent of the branch distribution along any other axon. We used a Gaussian weighted branch density over 20% of the axon shaft, where z are constants from this Gaussian filter with standard deviation of 10. This results in an enhancement of branching not limited to a given segment of the initial 100 axon segments, but also to nearby segments. At early iterations (t), when there are few branches, branchdensity has little influence on the branching process. The contribution of branchdensity was strengthened at later iterations of the simulations as shown (Equation 5):
(␣, ␤, ␥ are constants).
As shown in Equation 6, the branchdensity parameter serves to increase the probability of an individual RGC axon branching in locations where it has already branched: The initial probability for branching, P n (y) specified by OT repellent, peaks at the TZ [ Fig. 5(A) ]. However, as map development progresses, the additional repellent due to branching and arborization results in sharply focused peaks of branching probability centered on the appropriate TZ [ Fig. 5(A) ]. Concurrent with this change, the initial topographic bias in branching is strongly enhanced and shows a sixfold increase in branch specificity between the first and last iterations of the simulation [ Fig. 5(B) ]. Analysis of total branch length shows that it rises quickly at the start of the simulation and eventually levels out as higher amounts of axonal repellent begin to restrict further branching [ Fig. 5(C) ]. Over the later iterations, topographic specificity continues to increase although total branch length remains constant. This indicates an equilibrium of overall branch length, suggesting that branches continue to form along the axon but that at later stages the rate of branch elimination from ectopic locations is enhanced compared to that at correct locations, resulting in no net change in total branch length. Thus, the refined map is stable.
Mouse Simulation with the Branchdensity Parameter. Simulations of map development in the mouse SC without the branchdensity parameter resulted in a topographically ordered projection [ Fig. 4(A) ], but it lacks the sharp refinement characteristic of the in vivo map. We repeated simulations of map development in mouse SC with the branchdensity parameter added, which resulted in a sharply refined TZ as observed in vivo [ Fig. 4(B) ]. At early stages, branch distributions obtained in simulations done with and without the branchdensity parameter are essentially indistinguishable [compare Fig. 4(A) and (B), iteration 2]. By mid stage, though, the simulation run with the branchdensity parameter exhibits a modest increase in topographic order compared to that run without the added parameter. By late stage, the differences were significant between the two sets of simulations. In simulations run with the branchdensity parameter, virtually all ectopic branches are eliminated and the TZ is In summary, these results from modeling and simulations indicate that the endogenous EphA and ephrinA gradients are sufficient to direct initial topographic branching and that the added ephrinA and EphA repellent from RGC axon arbors can enhance topographic branching and help drive much of the refinement, resulting in the wild-type map. The addition of the branchdensity parameter enhances the precise specificity of the map, particularly in mouse SC, resulting in an ordered map that resembles that in vivo at all stages of development.
Because the branchdensity parameter is required to generate sharply focused TZs as seen in vivo, for the following simulations of ephrinA deficient mice and Isl2-EphA3 knockin mice, we present simulations that use this parameter.
Retinotopic Map Development in EphrinA Deficient Mice
Analyses of mice deficient for ephrinA2, -A5, or both Feldheim et al., 2000) , show that ephrinAs are required for proper mapping of the T-N retinal axis along the A-P SC axis. To simulate the requirements of ephrinAs in map development, we Figure 5 Changes in branch probability, branch distribution, and branch length throughout simulations of chick retinotectal map development. (A) Graph depicting branch probability for a chick map development simulation using the branchdensity parameter. The initial branch probabilities are shown for three retinal positions (heavy upper lines, iteration 1). Branch probability decreases during map development, and becomes more topographically biased as a result of added repellents from branches and arbors themselves (thin lower lines, iteration 200). (B) The actual branch distribution shown for all axons originating from central retina at the beginning (iteration 1) and end (iteration 200) of a simulation run using the branchdensity parameter. At iteration 1 branches are widely distributed across the OT, though biased for mid-OT (green). At iteration 200 the branch distribution peaks at the position of the TZ (red). (C) Total branch length (total length of all branches present at each iteration) is calculated after each iteration during the simulation and graphed. Total branch length rises quickly at the start of the simulation and eventually levels out, as higher amounts of added repellents restrict branching further. Note that despite the essentially stable overall total branch length from relatively early time points, topographic branch specificity continues to increase. This suggests branches at latter stages are removed from ectopic locations and replaced by branches formed at more topographically correct locations, thus maintaining close to net zero change in total branch length. In addition, total branch length increases negligibly at later stages indicating that the simulation is stable. [Color scheme can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience. wiley.com.] have roughly approximated an ephrinA single knockout condition by halving the retinal and SC ephrinA gradients [ Fig. 6(A,B) ]. We also increase retinal and SC EphA levels, reflecting the presumed decreased inactivation of functional Eph receptors by ephrinA in both retina and SC, as occurs in vivo (Hornberger et al., 1999) . No other changes are made from the previous wild-type mouse simulations done with the branchdensity parameter.
In the simulations with diminished ephrinA levels, branch probability still peaks at the A-P location of the topographically correct TZ, providing each axon a very slight topographic bias for branching at the location of its future TZ [ Fig. 6(C) ]. Thus, although nasal and temporal RGC axons form branches along the entire A-P axis of the SC, initial branching has a slight topographic bias [ Fig. 6(C) ]. By mid stage, when the contribution of the axonal repellent becomes evident in wild-type simulations, a topographic bias in branching and early arborization begins to emerge [ Fig. 6(D) , iteration 20]. At late stage, well-defined arbors are evident at topographically appropriate and ectopic locations along the A-P axis [ Fig. 6(D) , iteration 200]. Temporal axons form a densely focused TZ at the appropriate A-P location, as well as ectopic arbors posterior to their correct TZ-this finding resembles that reported for both the ephrinA2 and -A5 single mutants Feldheim et al., 2000) . In the simulation, nasal RGC axons form a TZ near their appropriate A-P location as well as ectopic arbors anterior to it. This finding resembles that reported for the ephrin-A5 knockout mouse (Feldheim et al., 2000) . ) anterior-posterior (A-P) axis of the SC for simulations of ephrinA deficient mice. EphrinA curves are reduced by 50% in retina and SC of ephrinA mutants, compared to wild-type, reflecting the continued presence of ephrinAs but at a diminished level, as in an ephrinA single mutant mouse. EphA levels are increased compared to wild-type, due to decreased receptor inactivation by ephrinA in the knockout. (C) Branch probability shown from three locations across the retina. At the start of the simulation there is only a slight bias for branching in topographically correct locations. (D) Simulation of an ephrinA deficient mouse, with examples at three time points during the simulation. Branching along 300 RGC axons was simulated for 200 iterations with branching patterns shown for 10 axons chosen randomly from three different retinal locations (nasal, N; central, C; temporal, T). Early in the simulation there is essentially no topographic bias in branching along RGC axons (iteration 2). However, as arborization proceeds a topographic bias is quickly established and a TZ becomes evident (iteration 20). At the end of the simulation a topographically appropriate TZ has formed for all retinal locations. However, in addition to an appropriately located TZ, nasal and temporal RGCs maintain elaborate ectopic arbors anterior and posterior to their correct TZ, respectively, similar to phenotypes reported for ephrinA single mutants Feldheim et al., 2000) .
Retinotopic Map Development in EphA3 Knockin Mice
Homozygous Knockin Mice. In Isl2-EphA3 knockin mice, EphA receptor expression is increased in Isl2-expressing RGCs, which account for about half of all RGCs scattered across the retina, while the other RGCs maintain their wild-type EphA expression levels (Brown et al., 2000) . These two populations of RGCs have distinct gradients of EphAs, each being high to low along the T-N axis, but with the EphA3 knockin population at a higher overall level [ Fig.  7(A) ]. The two populations form distinct, partially overlapping maps, with the EphA3 knockin population compressed anteriorly and the wild-type RGC population compressed posteriorly within the SC [ Fig.  7(A) ] (Brown et al., 2000) .
The expression of EphAs and ephrinAs in the EphA3 knockin mice is unaffected in the SC [ Fig.  7(B) ]. To simulate changes in RGC expression in the knockin mice, retinal EphA receptor levels are increased by a constant amount in half of the RGCs (termed knockin RGCs) and maintained at wild-type levels in the other RGCs (termed wild-type RGCs) [ Fig. 7(C) ]. Retinal ephrinA levels are also decreased in the knockin RGCs to account for potential inactivation of ephrinAs by EphA binding, and therefore a presumed decrease in the functional pool of ephrinAs in the affected knockin RGCs [if the phenomenon of EphA inactivation by ephrinAs described by Hornberger et al. (1999) occurs bidirectionally]. No other parameter changes are made from the wild-type simulation done with the branchdensity parameter. The diminished ephrinA levels cause the locations for the peak initial branching probability for knockin RGC axons to shift anteriorly compared to the wild-type RGCs due to increased repellent signaling [ Fig. 7(D) ]. The wild-type RGCs have their peak initial branching probability at the topographically correct TZ [ Fig.  7(D) ].
In simulations of the homozygous knockin, we find that initial branching resembles that observed in wildtype simulations with only little topographic bias, and the knockin and wild-type RGC populations overlap across the entire A-P SC axis [ Fig. 8(A), iteration 2] . By mid stage [ Fig. 8(A) , iteration 20], a distinct order becomes evident in the branching patterns, and the branching patterns exhibited by the two RGC populations begin to separate from one another. By late stage [ Fig. 8(A), iteration 200] , the two populations have formed separate, distinct TZs. The shift between wild-type and knockin populations varies, with nasal knockin RGCs shifted by approximately 40% of the A-P axis of the SC and temporal RGCs shifted some- Figure 7 EphA and ephrinA distributions in Isl2-EphA3 knockin mice. (A) In EphA3 knockin mice, EphA3 is expressed at an elevated level in half of all RGCs distributed across the retina, while the remaining half express their normal wild-type EphA levels. These two populations form separate but overlapping topographic maps, with the knockin (ki) RGC axons forming TZs shifted anteriorly and wild-type RGC axons (wt) mapping to more posterior locations. Asterisks mark the correct TZ for wild-type RGCs in wild-type mice. The shift in the map of the heterozygous knockin is half that of the homozygous knockin; the wild-type and knockin maps collapse into a single TZ for temporal RGC axons in anterior SC. (B) Inverse exponential curves showing the level of EphA and ephrinA in the SC of EphA3 knockin mice. These curves are the same as in wild-type animals. (C) Curves for EphA and ephrinA across the nasal-temporal (N-T) axis of the retina of homozygous EphA3 knockin mice (ki/ki). The wild-type population of RGCs (solid lines) has the same EphA and ephrinA levels as wild-type. The knockin population of RGCs has a gradient of EphA that is elevated compared to wild-type, and a functional gradient of ephrinA that is reduced compared to wild-type due to increased receptor inactivation (dashed lines). The EphA level is increased by a constant amount (25% of the maximum EphA level in wild-type RGCs) in all knockin RGCs. (D) Initial branch probability shown for nasal and temporal wild-type RGC axons (solid lines). Note that the peak initial branch probabilities for homozygous knockin RGC axons (dashed lines) are shifted anteriorly compared to wild-type. (E) Curves for EphA and ephrinA across the nasal-temporal (N-T) axis of the retina of heterozygous EphA3 knockin mice (ki/ϩ). The wild-type population of RGCs (solid lines) has the same EphA and ephrinA levels as wild-type. The knockin population of RGCs has a gradient of EphA that is elevated compared to wild-type, and a functional gradient of ephrinA that is reduced compared to wild-type due to receptor inactivation (dashed lines). The EphA level is increased by a constant amount (50% of the EphA level added in homozygous knockin RGCs) in all knockin RGCs. (F) Initial branch probability shown for nasal and temporal wild-type RGC axons (solid lines). Note that the peak initial branch probabilities for heterozygous knockin RGC axons (dashed lines) are shifted slightly anterior compared to wild-type. what less, as observed in vivo (Brown et al., 2000) . Central RGCs do not arborize at their topographically appropriate location at the midpoint of the A-P SC axis; instead the wild-type RGC arbors are shifted posteriorly and the knockin RGC arbors are shifted anteriorly, as found in vivo (Brown et al., 2000) . Elimination of the posterior segments of overshooting RGC axons occurs normally, with the axons retracting to the point of a sustaining arbor [ Fig. 8(A) 
Each map is topographically organized according to its EphA/ephrinA levels and they partially overlap [compare final TZ positions in Fig. 8(A) , iteration 200, relative to EphA receptor level from Fig. 7(C) ]. Initially, wild-type RGCs have their peak branching probability at the topographically correct TZ, as specified by SC repellent. However, during the simulation their final TZs shift posteriorly due to the increase in axonal repellents from RGC axon branching and arborization of knockin RGC axons, whose branching Branching shows little topographic specificity initially (iteration 2) and even at iteration 20 there is a high degree of overlap in branches from wild-type and knockin RGCs. By iteration 200 a mature map is evident with the TZs for nasal and central knockin RGC axons shifted anteriorly compared to their wild-type counterparts. Temporal wild-type and knockin RGC axons form a single overlapping TZ in the appropriate topographic location in anterior SC. These results closely resemble the reported homozygous and heterozygous phenotypes in vivo (Brown et al., 2000) .
shifts anteriorly due to their increased level of EphAmediated repulsion. Indeed, in simulations of the EphA3 knockin run without the contribution of axonal repellent (addedrepellent, addedcounter-repellent), the wild-type RGCs map across the entire A-P axis of the SC (data not shown). These findings indicate that the added repellents from RGC branches and arbors are a prominent influence on RGC mapping and the location of their TZs, as previously suggested .
Heterozygous Knockin Mice. The model also replicates the phenotype of heterozygous EphA3 knockin mice (Brown et al., 2000) . EphA3 and ephrinA levels are adjusted as before but with only half the added EphA3 to knockin RGCs compared to the homozygous simulation [ Fig. 7(E) ]. Similarly, retinal ephrinA levels are decreased a small amount in the knockin RGCs to account for receptor inactivation. These changes cause the locations for peak initial branching probability for knockin RGC axons to shift anteriorly compared to the wild-type RGCs, but to a lesser degree than in the homozygous knockins, whereas the wild-type RGCs have their peak initial branching probability at their topographically correct TZ [ Fig.  7(F) ].
Simulation results show an anterior shift in the TZs of knockin RGCs and a posterior shift in the TZs of wild-type RGCs, but to a lesser degree than in the homozygous knockin [ Fig. 8(B) ]. As in vivo (Brown et al., 2000) , this results in less separation between the TZs formed by the wild-type and knockin RGCs in the heterozygous than in the homozygous knockin. For example, for central RGCs, the separation between the knockin and wild-type RGC TZs is approximately 40 -50% of the A-P axis in the homozygous knockin, but only about 20% in the heterozygous knockin. In addition, the map collapses into a single map, or TZ, for RGCs from peripheral temporal retina [ Fig. 8(B) , iteration 200], as observed in vivo (Brown et al., 2000) . We had previously interpreted this collapse into a single TZ as due to the smaller relative difference in EphA levels between wild-type and heterozygous knockin RGCs originating from more temporal locations in the retina. However, the model suggests that the collapse of the heterozygous map into a single TZ in anterior SC is due in part to the larger contribution of SC repellent to the total level of repellent compared to that in the homozygous. This added feature tends to maintain the wild-type RGC population at their topographically correct positions.
DISCUSSION
The computational modeling and simulations presented here recapitulate the sequential stages of map development observed in the developing chick OT and rodent SC (Nakamura and O'Leary, 1989; Simon and O'Leary, 1992a,b; Yates et al., 2001 ). In addition, the same computational model that directs proper map development also generates a reasonable facsimile of the distinct mapping phenotypes described in ephrinA deficient mice Feldheim et al., 2000) and Isl2-EphA3 knockin mice (Brown et al., 2000) . This modeling and associated simulations also suggest several important features of map development. First, they show that a simple set of exponential, counter-repellent molecular gradients can establish a substantial degree of topographic order in the retinal projection to the OT/SC. The exact slope and magnitude of the gradients are not critical; instead the relationship of the gradients to one another is the crucial parameter. Second, they indicate that a considerable degree of topographic order can develop under the exclusive control of graded molecular activities that restrict branching to generate topographic specificity, as well as generate a considerable degree of refinement, ranging from elimination of a substantial proportion of ectopic branches to RGC axon retraction. Third, repellents found on RGC axon branches and arbors make a substantial contribution to map development, in particular to refinement seen at later stages. And fourth, the development of a sharply focused TZ resembling that found in vivo requires an additional parameter (termed branchdensity) that enhances branching along an individual axon near sites of previous branching along that given axon. The branchdensity parameter could have a number of biological correlates, including patterned neural activity in RGCs (Shatz, 1990; Wong, 1999; Debski and Cline, 2002) , competition for a limiting, branch-promoting factor, or other competitive molecular interactions between RGC axons and branches with a molecular or cellular basis that enhance the probability of continued local branching. Axon branches may also compete for limited synaptic space (reviewed in Goodhill and Richards, 1999) .
This model demonstrates that RGC axon-axon interactions can drive topographic map development and refinement. Early experimental work by Bonhoeffer and colleagues performed both in vivo (Thanos et al., 1984) and in vitro (Bonhoeffer and Huf, 1985) suggested a role for axon-axon interactions in chick retinotectal mapping. Our model indicates that countergradients of SC expressed repellents can establish an initial topographic bias in branching, because for any RGC population the level of branch inhibition is lowest at the A-P location of their future TZ. However, OT/SC repellents alone cannot generate the dramatic increase in topographic specificity of branching observed during map refinement. Simulations of both normal chicks and wild-type mice suggest two forces drive map refinement: added repellents (combination of addedrepellent and addedcounter-repellent parameters) from RGC axon branches and arbors that increase progressively with time; and the branchdensity parameter that nonlinearly enhances branching along an RGC axon near locations where branch number along that axon is highest.
An important feature revealed by the simulations is that fundamental aspects of map development emerge within the context of the model, although they are not mathematically formulated in it. For example, the model does not have a parameter programmed into it that directly describes the coarborization of neighboring RGCs, but axonal interactions that develop secondarily as the simulation progresses drive coarborization. The added repellents from RGC branches and arbors cause neighboring RGC axons to arborize together because the level of repulsion is least amongst axons that come from neighboring locations in the retina. The nonlinear/sigmoidal aspect of the added repellents further enhances this tendency, and results in a sharp increase in RGC branch and arbor repulsion both anterior and posterior to the correct TZ. The branchdensity parameter is calculated individually for each axon according to the branch distribution along only that axon, but because of the added repellents parameter it contributes to local axon-axon interactions and topographic specificity in refinement.
A principle role of ephrinAs in map development is to regulate RGC axon branching, and specifically to prevent branching and subsequent arborization posterior to the topographically correct location of the future TZ. However, for proper map development, additional information is required to prevent branching anterior to the correct TZ. A number of mechanisms could potentially explain the observed topographic specific branching, each including an additional graded activity that cooperates with the existing ephrinA repellent gradient to regulate topographic specific branching along the A-P tectal axis. Theoretically, this activity could be a branch repellent gradient counter to the ephrinA gradient, as modeled here, or a branch promoting gradient parallel to the ephrinA gradient, with corresponding gradients of receptors in the retina. The hypothetical counter-repellent to the existing ephrinA repellent gradient used in our model is mediated by ephrinAs and EphAs expressed by RGCs and OT/SC cells, respectively. However, other repellent activities that meet the appropriate criteria could be substituted for them.
Considerable data show that the related family members, EphB "receptors" and the transmembrane ephrinB "ligands", bidirectionally signal, and that reverse signaling into ephrinB expressing cells has important roles in numerous phenomena, including axon guidance and mapping Holland et al., 1996; Bruckner et al., 1997) . In the developing retinotectal projection, both EphB forward signaling and ephrinB reverse signaling have roles in mapping the dorsoventral retinal axis along the mediolateral axis of the OT/SC (Hindges et al., 2002; Mann et al., 2002; McLaughlin et al., 2003b) . Although ephrinAs are linked to the axonal membrane by a GPI anchor, accumulating evidence indicates that ephrinAs can act as receptors for EphAs, and through association with other proteins signal into the axon (Knoll and Drescher, 2002) . In vivo and in vitro experimental findings suggest that ephrinAs on vomeronasal and olfactory axons do act as receptors (Knoll et al., 2001; Cutforth et al., 2003) . Biochemical studies in cell lines have also provided evidence that ephrinAs can act as receptors for EphAs and, presumably by complexing with other proteins, signal into ephrinA-expressing cells (Huai and Drescher, 2001 ). Thus, the countergradients of expression of EphAs and ephrinAs in both RGCs and the OT/SC may well function bidirectionally in mediating retinotectal map development.
In addition to the EphA/ephrinA countergradients, other activities likely have a role in map development. For example, RGC axons must have an intrinsic ability to branch along their length and/or external signals such as BDNF promoting branching and arborization (Cohen-Cory and Fraser, 1995; Choi and O'Leary, 1999; Cohen-Cory, 1999) . Several lines of evidence suggest the presence of other activities also involved in A-P mapping. For example, although the retinocollicular map is very aberrant in the ephrinA2/A5 double knockout mouse, it does exhibit some organization along the A-P axis in the absence of any ephrinAs in the SC (Feldheim et al., 2000) . In addition, ectopic retinal expression of the transcription factors, BF1, BF2 (Yuasa et al., 1996) , SOHo1 or GH6 (Schulte and Cepko, 2000) , that are normally differentially expressed along the T-N axis result in aberrant A-P topographic mapping by a mechanism that appears to be distinct from a regulation of EphAs and ephrinAs. Among the molecules that may account for these findings is the recently cloned RGM (Monnier et al., 2002) , which was initially identified biochemically by Bonhoeffer and colleagues (Stahl et al., 1990) . RGM is expressed in a low to high A-P gradient in the chick OT and is a repellent that preferentially affects temporal RGC axons (Muller et al., 1996) . An unidentified activity associated with posterior chick OT has been reported to promote in vitro the preferential growth of nasal RGC axons (von Boxberg et al., 1993) . Neural activity also has a role in map refinement because a proportion of overshooting RGC axons and ectopic arbors survive the normal refinement period in chicks and rats when retinal activity is blocked (Kobayashi et al., 1990; Simon et al., 1992) .
Maximizing the relevance of a model to a developing biological system requires that the model incorporates known parameters and recapitulates the developmental process being modeled. The dynamics of map development and refinement in our simulations parallel those described in vivo in chick OT and rodent SC (Nakamura and O'Leary, 1989; Simon and O'Leary, 1992a,b; Yates et al., 2001) . Initially in our chick simulation, large increases are seen in both the number of primary branches (those originating directly from the axon shaft) and higher order branches generated. The rate of increase quickly levels off as total repellent levels increase and dramatically limit new branch formation, followed by a longer second phase where total branching increases more slowly, and higher order branch formation is partially balanced by branch loss. A third phase then begins where total branching reaches a steady state, though an increase in topographic specificity of branch distribution continues. This steady state increase in branch specificity is due to the generation and maintenance of new branches within the correct TZ counterbalanced by a net removal of branches outside the TZ. The same specificity and dynamics in branching are observed during chick retinotectal map development in vivo (Yates et al., 2001) . The same parameters that generate topographic branching and arborization in our simulations also result in elimination of the posterior segments of overshooting axons back to the point of a sustaining branch and arbor, and a proportion of axons are actually lost entirely. Both of these features also occur during normal in vivo map development (Nakamura and O'Leary, 1989; Yates et al., 2001) . It is particularly interesting that axon elimination occurs in the simulations because this feature is not specifically programmed into the model, but is a by-product of an axon's success, or lack thereof, in the process of interstitial branching and arborization. This relationship between the viability of an entire RGC axon or its distal overshooting portion and the formation of a sustaining arbor has been suggested to explain in vivo observations (O'Leary et al., 1986; Nakamura and O'Leary, 1989) , and is supported by findings from the simulations.
In addition to normal map development, the model replicates the reported phenotypes in mutant mice with altered EphA and ephrinA levels. The simulations demonstrate that simply lowering ephrinA levels, with no other parameter changes, can account for most of the observed ephrinA knockout phenotypes Feldheim et al., 2000) . In the simulations of ephrinA deficient mice, map development is driven even more by the added repellents than in wild-type, with the remaining lower level of SC repellent providing only a very slight topographic bias to initial branching. The added repellents amplify this initial modest topographic bias in branching to produce a substantially greater degree of topographic order. However, the weaker bias in branching allows for focal concentrations of ectopic branches to form by chance. If an ectopic cluster of branches becomes dense enough it inhibits topographically appropriate branching and is maintained as an ectopic TZ. The modeling also suggests that the phenotype described for nasal axons in ephrinA knockouts (Feldheim et al., 2000) may be due in large part to a decrease in retinal counter-receptor ephrinA signaling, contributing to a secondary increase in the level of functional EphA receptors in nasal RGCs due to a reduced ephrinAmediated receptor inactivation.
Previous descriptions of ephrinA deficient mice suggested that lower SC ephrinA levels allow temporal axons to form ectopic arbors posteriorly . Our model suggests that the lower ephrinA levels on nasal RGC axon arbors is also a critical factor that allows temporal RGC axons to form ectopic arbors posteriorly in ephrinA knockout mice. Similarly, the model suggests that the lower ephrinA on nasal RGC axonal arbors results in less repulsion by temporal RGC axon arbors, and is a critical factor in allowing nasal RGC axons to arborize ectopically in anterior positions. This adds to a previous interpretation of this phenotype, which proposed that diminished ephrinA levels in nasal RGCs increases their functional pool of EphA receptors, resulting in increased repulsion by ephrinA expressed in posterior SC (Feldheim et al., 2000) .
The simulations of the Isl2-EphA3 knockin mice closely replicate the in vivo phenotypes of both homozygous and heterozygous knockins and suggest interesting roles and distinctions for mechanisms based on neighbor-neighbor RGC relationships and the molecular control of RGC mapping. Results from these model simulations strongly suggest that axonaxon interactions controlled by their expression of axon repellents, rather than activity-dependent mech-anisms, are responsible for both the compression and shift in the maps formed by the knockin and wild-type RGCs. The degree of posterior shift in the map of wild-type RGCs is affected by SC-expressed repellent and less shift should occur as the ratio of SC repellent to added RGC arbor repellent increases. In the wildtype simulations, we conclude that the branchdensity and added repellent parameters cooperate significantly to refine the topographic map. The knockin simulations provide a compelling demonstration of this cooperation. With the branchdensity parameter alone, some map refinement occurs, but significantly less than when combined with the added repellents parameter. More importantly, if the added repellents parameter is removed, the TZs for the wild-type RGCs do not shift posteriorly as observed in vivo, but instead they form at their topographically appropriate locations within the SC. Thus, the added repellents parameter initiates the posterior shift, and the branchdensity term reinforces it, resulting in a final map with wild-type TZs posterior to their topographically appropriate locations.
In conclusion, this model demonstrates that EphAs and ephrinAs acting as counter-repellents are sufficient to recapitulate the principle features of topographic map development, yet they allow for additional activities that might act in redundant or reinforcing manners, resulting in a precise topographic map. The model suggests novel roles for EphAs and ephrinAs in retinocollicular map development in vivo and provides a framework for further investigations. The roles of EphAs and ephrinAs in map development are likely to be multiple and complex. A complete and accurate accounting of these roles will require careful dissection of potential EphA/ ephrinA interactions through the use of tissue specific knockout and knockin technologies, and various mutant combinations.
Note added in proof:
The simulations of mouse retinocollicular mapping presented in this paper predicted that the proper refinement of the map requires a process similar to that assumed for spontaneous correlated retinal activity. We investigated this prediction in vivo after the simulations were completed. We find that mutant mice that retain spontaneous RGC activity, but lack retinal waves and the neighbor correlations generated by them, fail to form dense, focal TZs and instead have broad, diffuse TZs, as predicted by the simulations. The outcome of simulations performed with the branchdensity parameter is strikingly similar to the appearance of TZs formed in wild-type mice at P8 (compare [Fig. 4(B) ] in this paper to [ Fig. 6(A) ] in McLaughlin et al., 2003, Neuron) . In addition, the outcome of simulations performed without the branchdensity parameter is strikingly similar to the appearance of the diffuse TZs formed at P8 in mutant mice that lack retinal waves (compare [ Fig. 4(A) ] in this paper to [ Fig. 6 (B,C)] in McLaughlin et al., 2003, Neuron) .
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